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PRICES AVAILABLE ONLINE, 
OVER THE PHONE OR VIA EMAIL 

sales@textileusa.net 
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CUT-AWAY, TEAR AWAY AND NO SH0W BACKING

SNIPS, TWEEZERS,   RIPPERS & PEGGY STITCH ERASOR

MAGIC INK PEN
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1,100 yards MINI cones
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5.500 YARDS PER CONE
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and black.

Style “L”White - 135 yards
Style “L”Black - 130 yards
Style “M” White - 230 yards
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Roll 60”x 250 yards (White and Black)

MESH CUT AWAY BACKING (NO SHOW)

Pre-Cut 8”x 8”and on a roll

We offer a wide selection of high quality cut-away and Tear Away stabilizers on 
different precut sizes and rolls, white and black.  No minimum of sheets required 
and Pre-Cut size can be customized as you request.  We also have no show 
backing specialized stabilizer for clear clothing; will not show through and it 
holds high density stitching. More details bellow: 
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584/6B 6” Off angle scissors 
Pelican Applique Scissor
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Can quickly remove bobbin 
thread from your garment.

Peggy Stitch Erasor
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Ligth

Strong
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This 11 piece set brings 
a full set of precision 
screwdrivers great for 
any job. Diameters 
available from 1.0 mm 
through 3.0 mm
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Dyno Dual tip pen with purple disappearing ink. 
Great for marking hoop placement on garments.

MAGIC PEN D165E99 
318W98 Lumocolor 
Permanent Fine Point 
Pens for white thread. 
Ideal for embroidery 
touch up, specially 
formulated permanent, 
water proof, lightfast ink.   
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THREAD STORAGE RECOMENDATIONS: 
High temperatures, direct vicinity of heating, moisture and sunlight must be avoided when embroidery thread 
is stored, secure loose end by tying a knot. Do not use tape. Repackage thread in the plastic bag when no 
using to prevent exposure to dust and dirt, as guard against humidity.

PREVENT THREAD BREAKAGE ADJUSTING TENSIONS:
Loose tensions cause thread to pile up and loop. Tight tensions cause pulling, puckering, and thread stress.

Adjust tensions to achieve a smooth, flat look.

STITCHES AND DENSITIES:
Too many stitches in a small area or densities are too heavy. Increase the design size by 5% to 10% to allow 
more room for stitches to lay down, decrease density or remove extra stitches using your machine functions, 
have the design re- punched or use a thinner thread to prevent thread build-up.

NEEDLES RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Needles can breaks because of improper timing between needle point and hook point; also your needle can 
be inserted incorrectly. Other reason of needle breakage it can be if the needle has been hit by a hard object 
as hoop or grazers. Also we recommend replacing needles often; dull needles have a difficult time getting 
thought the garment causing some fabrics to tear. In the other hand is very important to check which needle 
point type it’s better for your work. 

More tips and tricks on our Facebook page & Tweeter @TextileUSA 

“ I Have been getting our 
embroidery supplies from You ''long time 

since ''good quality , backing , rayon & poly 
threads ''all our needs are quickly taken care off.
Good personal service; thank you very much “

A PLUS EMBROIDERY, Arturo L Castillo 

“A++++ Service. We get all our embroidery 
supplies from Textile USA. Thank you guys =)” 

The Miami Shirt Company 

“I’ve been using their paper sided bobbins 
continuous filament for years and they are 

awesome! When embroidering hats (which are 
the hardest garment for me to embroider on) 
they run much smoother than others brands”

Anonymous from GA, USA

"Thank you so much for your usual speedy 
responses" 

         Latoya Wade, DESIGN BY MARC

“TEXTILE USA, is what all embroidery 
shops needs to meet our supply needs in a 

great time, love working with them, excellent 
customer care!”   

Brenda Iniguez, DECODE

“Gracias Textile USA por el buen servicio 
que siempre me han brindado y los buenos 

precios, siempre muy cooperativos”

 Miriam Barrios 

THEY SPEAK, NOT US




